“Where All Your Dreams Come True”

FOAM BY DESIGN

PRODUCT CATALOG
Foam by Design, Inc. is the premiere custom fabricator of EPS (Expanded Polystyrene) Composite Products in Florida.

EPS Foam is one of the most versatile building materials available today. We specialize in designing and creating a wide range of custom EPS Foam Products to your specifications.

As a multi-faceted specialty production and fabrication company, we create custom EPS foam products using state of the art CAD systems, coating equipment and hot wire cutting machines. Foam By Design, Inc. uses the best coatings and finishes available in the industry, such as polyurethane hard shell and acrylic finishes.

This allows us to create custom foam products in any design, style or shape in a wide variety of textures at competitive prices. Foam by Design, Inc. provides on time delivery, custom designs and in-house installers, offering builders and developers an excellent one-stop shop.

Along with consulting and design solutions for architects, designers, builders and developers on all types of residential and commercial construction, Foam by Design, Inc. also distributes and installs Stone veneer products, a lightweight manufactured stone for interior and exterior wall surfaces.

Whatever the size, scope and scale of your fabrication requirements, Foam By Design, Inc. has the facility and capability to build it. Our products have the look and feel of concrete or stone, and are durable, paintable, lightweight and can be installed to any surface, all at a fraction of the cost of wood or pre-cast concrete.

Using skilled CAD technicians and cutting edge software and systems, FBD manufactures consistent and uniform pre-coated structures in a factory controlled environment. Whether based on expanded polystyrene (EPS) or molded urethane, these high quality, lightweight pieces are positioned and installed without the need for heavy lifting equipment, engineered support, or large crews. High density coatings make these pieces rigid, durable, impact resistant and impervious to the weather and outdoor elements. The ultimate result is beautifully crafted architectural components at a fraction of the overall cost.

FBD offers endless options and custom solutions, helping architects, developers, contractors, commercial building owners and homeowners to enhance the aesthetic appeal as well as to increase the value of their commercial or residential buildings and projects. Product offerings include columns, capitals, bases, arches, moldings, window sills, brackets, wall caps, pediments, balusters and louvers. These products are available in standard and custom sizes as well as a variety of external finishes, including sand, cut-coral, knock-down, wood-like exteriors and paintable surfaces.

Our EPS Foam Products are used by almost every industry, in both commercial and residential applications. Our customers include construction contractors, crafters, designers, product manufacturers, advertising agencies, art directors, trade show and event designers, sign companies, visual advertising and homeowners as well as many others. Also, we offer a full line of Precast Stone and Stone Veneer Products.

Whatever the size, scope and scale of your fabrication requirements, Foam By Design, Inc. has the facility and capability to build it.

Foam by Design is a manufacturer of high quality architectural Precast Products with a diverse line of products covering a wide range of uses from homeowners and contractors.

- COLUMNS  •  BALUSTRADES  •  PIER AND WALL CAPS  •  FIRE PLACES  •  MANTELS  •  BANDS MOLDINGS  •  CROWNS MOLDINGS

Foam by Design is dedicated to deliver to our customers the highest quality product at the most competitive price, coupled with outstanding customer services. Foam by Design is an Industry leader in Precast Architectural Products manufacturing.
EPS FOAM

SYNTHETIC TEXTURE
PRIMER
HARD COAT
1.5 LBS EPS FOAM

Starts with 1.5 high density, EPS Foam, the styrothane hard coat and primer are applied, and finished with a synthetic texture.

Styrothane hard coat: 2 part polyurethane (polyurea)
Primer: Polyurethane compatible sprayed over styrothane
Finishes: • Sand Texture • Orange Peel Texture • Stone Textured • Knockdown Textured

Foam by Design lightweight EPS coated foam is recommended to be installed with expanding polyurethane adhesive. Exterior sealant, caulking must be used on all joints and anywhere the foam adheres to the substrate. To hide the joint, acrylic finish may be applied.

PRECAST CONCRETE

LIMESTONE ROCK
PORTLAND CEMENT
1/2” FIBERGLASS REBAR
CUSTOM COLORS

Finishes: • Stone • Smooth
Window Trim & Sills
Window Trim

FDWT-001 FDWT-002 FDWT-003 FDWT-004 FDWT-005 FDWT-006 FDWT-007 FDWT-008
FDWT-009 FDWT-010 FDWT-011 FDWT-012 FDWT-013 FDWT-014 FDWT-015 FDWT-016
FDWT-017 FDWT-018 FDWT-019 FDWT-020 FDWT-021 FDWT-022 FDWT-023 FDWT-024

Standard window trim dimensions are 6" high x 2" projection. All designs can be modified to any size.

Window Sill

FDWS-001 FDWS-002 FDWS-003 FDWS-004 FDWS-005 FDWS-006 FDWS-007 FDWS-008
FDWS-009 FDWS-010 FDWS-011 FDWS-012 FDWS-013 FDWS-014 FDWS-015 FDWS-016
FDWS-017 FDWS-018 FDWS-019 FDWS-020 FDWS-021 FDWS-022 FDWS-023 FDWS-024

Standard window trim dimensions are 7" high x 4" projection. All designs can be modified to any size.
Crown Moldings & Brackets
Crown Moldings

FDCM-001  FDCM-002  FDCM-003  FDCM-004  FDCM-005  FDCM-006  FDCM-007  FDCM-008  FDCM-009
FDCM-010  FDCM-011  FDCM-012  FDCM-013  FDCM-014  FDCM-015  FDCM-016  FDCM-017  FDCM-018
FDCM-019  FDCM-020  FDCM-021  FDCM-022  FDCM-023  FDCM-024  FDCM-025  FDCM-026  FDCM-027
FDCM-028  FDCM-029  FDCM-030  FDCM-031  FDCM-032  FDCM-033  FDCM-034  FDCM-035  FDCM-036

Standard crown molding dimensions are 8" high x 6" projection. All designs can be modified to any size.

Brackets

FDBR-001  FDBR-002  FDBR-003  FDBR-004
FDBR-005  FDBR-006  FDBR-007  FDBR-008

Standard bracket dimensions are 12" high x 12" projection. All designs can be modified to any size.
Medallions

Wallcaps & Piercaps
Columns

- Tapered
- Fluted
- Straight
- Spiral

- Quarter
- Half
- Three Quarter
- Full Quarter

Caps

- FDCAP-001
- FDCAP-002
- FDCAP-003
- FDCAP-004
- FDCAP-005
- FDCAP-006

Bases

- FDBASE-001
- FDBASE-002
- FDBASE-003
- FDBASE-004
- FDBASE-005
- FDBASE-006
Balustrades
Balustrades

2”x2” Angle Typ.
Top Com To Wall

Finish Floor

4” Max.

4’-0” O.C. Typ.

1-1/2’ Spacer Screw To Deck

2”x2” Alum. Channel
1/8 Wall

1-3/4’ X 1-3/4’ Alum. Pitkety
1/8 Wall

CAP

2”x2” Alum. Channel 1/8 Wall
1-1/2’ Spacer Typ. 4’-0” O.C.

BASE

Finish Floor

2’-6”  3’-6”

FBDBAL01  FBDBAL02  FBDBAL03  FBDBAL04

www.FoambyDesign.com
Monument Sign

Foam by Design, Inc. is Florida’s number one premiere manufacturer of wholesale monument signs, foam props, EPS monument structures, and architectural accents!

Foam Core Monument Signs are a smart choice because not only do they provide unsurpassed durability in a lightweight structure and are easy to install, but they are absolutely stunning and make a great impression every time. By combining our knowledge in the construction industry with our graphic design talents, we have developed the perfect sign solution for both commercial and residential monument signage applications.

Our custom EPS Foam Core monuments are designed and tailored to meet any need. Unlike the competition, all Foam by Design Foamcore Monument Signs are made out of 1.5lb – high density, expanded polystyrene (EPS) with our unique “Armor Core” hard coat protective base coat that offers superior impact resistance, is resistant to rot, termites, and moisture, will not rust or peel.
Fireplaces

Nothing provides a room with distinctive look and feel like a fireplace. At Foam by Design fireplaces are a major division of our business. We manufacture and design many types and styles of fireplaces. Foam and pre-cast fireplaces are a few of our most popular, but we can even integrate the look of stone and thin brick veneers to any design.

Foam by Design can provide any look you are trying to achieve. We realize that fireplaces are a prized element of any home and are the perfect accent piece to captivate anyone’s attention.

www.FoambyDesign.com
Foam by Design, Inc. is the premier manufacturer of EPS Foam Core Signs and Visual Advertising Products. The versatility of EPS Foam invites creativity in design and expanded applications that have been limited in the past with traditional building materials.

If you pride yourself in “thinking outside of the box” and having the ability to separate yourself from your competition, then EPS Foam Products are an ideal base material to build upon.

We are able to incorporate several combinations of traditional sign materials into your designs to produce exciting visual displays that capture the attention of potential customers. 3-D elements and Architectural Accents create that added dimension that you are looking for. We can add these enhancements to any form or style of traditional signage.
Foam by Design, Inc. Specializes in creating sculptural foam products for film and television. Other industries that utilize our services include themes, entertainment and architectural/construction.

We transform ideas, drawings, photos and 3d computer files into scaled foam replicas by utilizing 3D laser scanning, 2D/3D computer modeling, 3D CNC routing, and 3D CNC hot wiring technology. Although our shop is fully automated, we employ the best hand sculptors, maquette builders, coating experts and painters in the industry. Our state of the art equipment, vast knowledge and wealth of experience ensure that we are consistently recognized as an industry leader.

Our one stop shop concept reduces the need to seek out further value-added services and provides the option of having us partially or fully complete your item. If you are looking for professional, accurate and friendly services then choose Foam by Design.
“If your mind can conceive it, and your heart can believe it... Foam by Design can build it!”

~ Design Team, Foam by Design

Visit Our Showroom!

10606 49th St N. • Clearwater, FL 33762 • Tel: 727.561.7479 • Fax: 727.561.9418
www.FoambyDesign.com